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Kalmar has introduced new remote services for manual and automated container terminals, featuring
maintenance remote support, automation and software monitoring and a remote automation engineer. The s
...

Kalmar adds new remote services for manual and automated container terminals
Ajeet Singh, co-founder of billion-dollar companies Nutanix and ThoughtSpot, stresses the importance of
doing your research first.

How This Entrepreneur Built Two Fast-Growing Businesses by Going Slow
But there are a couple reasons that I’d hesitate to recommend it to a rank beginner, and one of them is
fire. Still, I’ve put 1,615 m (1.0035 miles) of filament through my A8 over 330 hours of ...

How Cheap Can A 3D Printer Get? The Anet A8
Sex swings are alluring in theory, but they can be a little confounding in practice. (Sex on its own can
get complicated, and now you're bringing in the element of one person being suspended in midair ...

The 10 Best Sex Swing Positions to Try
A woman's car flipped on the interstate after an officer performed a PIT maneuver while pulling her over
for speeding, even though she had already indicated she was slowing down and looking for a ...

Dash Cam Video Shows Police Officer Flipping Pregnant Woman's Car While Attempting PIT Maneuver
Repeated exposure to violent imagery affects even those who weren’t physically present for the photo.

The Ghosts of ‘War Porn’ Haunt Me
The ideal gadget for bringing a little extra pizazz to your picnic platter, bread makers take the faff
out of baking. Whether serving up buttery brioche rolls, raisin-filled scones or plump loaves of ...

8 best bread makers for baking Instagrammable loaves
Honda Civic Hatchback will be an all new compact car that will be available with a manual transmission
when it debuts on June 23 during the Civic Tour "Remix" on YouTube.

Honda Shares Details About 2022 Civic Hatchback Ahead of Its June 23 Reveal
while mag wheels, body stripes and orange fabric inserts on the white vinyl seats were added at the
dealership. Finally, the Chicken Coupe is one of only three XA GT hardtops (and one of only two ...

Ford Chicken ‘Coop’ restoration begins
The singer promised the possibility of a world “where nobody has to work,” seemingly forgetting that her
boyfriend, Elon Musk, is one of the world’s foremost capitalists.

Grimes Has a “Proposition for the Communists” Involving A.I. Farming
If they could do their baby registry all over again, here are the items that would top the list. Ours is
a household of skeptics. I’m a journalist who can’t make an Amazon purchase without first ...

How I’d Redo My Baby Registry: With an Alt Snot Sucker and Diaper Fanny Pack
It's never easy to describe in words the exhilaration you experience when you get behind the wheel of
such cars.
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The 3 lust-worthy cars of 2021
Young CEOs will appreciate the utility of these gifts--and will be inspired by their fascinating
business backstories.

7 Great Graduation Gift Ideas for Aspiring Business Owners
Hundred-mile-an-hour winds, seventy-foot waves, and a helicopter out of fuel. Then things got bad. In
1997, Esquire ran an exclusive excerpt from Sebastian Junger’s soon-to-be incredible best-seller.

The Perfect Storm
There are at least 350 shapes of pasta you can buy. Food blogger Dan Pashman apparently thought we could
use more ...

Agnolotti, bucatini and the innovative new "cascatelli" — a brief history of pasta shapes
Bustle dubbed Katie Sturino “The Gwyneth Paltrow of Underboob Sweat,” which is a brilliant epithet
that’s impossible to beat, so we won’t even try. The former publicist, blogger, podcast host, and ...

Katie Sturino Is All About Results
Thomas Falkiner takes us through the badge-engineering of the Toyota Urban Cruiser. Wait, haven’t I seen
this car somewhere before? #déjàvu You have indeed. The Toyota Urban Cruiser is basically a ...
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